Aircraft designers are faced with a process that requires too many resources to encompass all requirements, design options, and tools. To find a set of feasible, not necessary optimal, solutions a human uses feasilization; integrating heuristics of problem simplification, problem decomposition, and trial and error methods. This paper focuses on problem decomposition, discussing implementation and usefulness. Problem decomposition yields a tree of product design problems. The tree structure offers a straightforward interface for inspecting the design specification and addition of new engineering knowledge. Using the product design process commonality, every problem can be solved using the same framework. The methodology is tested in a conceptual design study of a wing-type product, based on structural design considerations.
I. Introduction
URRENTLY, designers need too much time to investigate all requirements, design options, and apply all analysis tools to find a proper set of feasible solutions. Most tools depend on humans for the preparation, starting, and interpretation of the analysis, where it would be desirable for the designer to only specify and interpret the analysis. These tools can be improved considerably by reusing previous design solutions, automation of repetitive tasks and by enhanced parametric product and process modeling. This would relieve designers from non-value adding activities, making more time available to exploit their creativity and engineering skills.
A fundamental paradigm shift is required to be able pass to this knowledge-based vision of engineering. La Rocca 1 explains that Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) can be used to realize this shift, a technology that allows capture and reuse of product and process knowledge.
In a previous paper 2 by the authors on this topic, it was shown that KBE, which is a proper combination of object oriented programming, rule based instantiation of objects and a geometry engine, allows parametric modeling in the optimization sense. Using KBE a so-called Multi-Model Generator (MMG) can be built that is able to (re-)generate views on the product for each set of product parameter values. Also the importance of this MMG in the concept of Design and Engineering Engines 1,3,4 (DEE) was explained. Further, the idea of an agent based software framework 5 for efficient communication in a multi-disciplinary design environment was introduced. Finally, the paper concluded that Initiators 1,6 must be developed for all aircraft components of importance in the conceptual design stage. These Initiators fit within the conceptual design process, and are responsible for the selection and feasilization 6 of the design options and design option parameter values of the parametric product model, in order to make MDO on a global level possible.
During the conceptual design process the designer iteratively switches between design options and design option parameter values in search for a (near) feasible set. Optimization methods can support these otherwise "manual" search methods. However, current optimization theory application is restricted to a solution domain defined by a selection of design variables. Optimization theory makes a distinction between design variables and design parameters. For aircraft design problems, variables specify limited differences within an aircraft configuration (variation of design option parameter values) while parameters relate to complex variations within a configuration and inter-type differences, i.e. differences in configuration (variation of design options). During an optimization, parameters are normally fixed and the optimization is limited to finding a combination of values for the design variables that will minimize or maximize an objective function like weight or range. The mathematics required to optimize at a higher level and support the choice between different design options are not available nor are product models that allow variation between configurations during the optimization process. Availability of such optimization possibilities would be of great help to the designer, making automation of the search within a more extensive design space possible. This would relieve designers from many of their non-value adding activities, related to e.g. geometry manipulations, making more time available to explore the design space.
The search within a selected design space can, in theory, be automated using optimization methods via describing the design options in design variables and defining a proper set of constraints and a relevant objective function. However, a useful end result will be often obtained only if the initial values of the design variables are describing a feasible solution. In order to address the problem with optimization techniques the designer needs a starting point. The feasilization 6 process aims at finding an initial set of solutions, e.g. start vectors (design options and parameter values), and will only be successful if it follows the way a human approaches the multilevel, multi-dimensional characteristics of the design problem. The feasilization is based on the way a human approaches such a problem, using problem simplification, problem decomposition, and trial and error methods.
In this paper an implementation of the feasilization methodology is presented, focusing on the decomposition step. The goal of the paper is to discuss the usefulness of problem decomposition. First an overview of the DEE concept and the feasilization methodology are given in section II and III. In section IV, the wing-type product design problem is discussed, followed by an implementation in a conceptual sizing of a wingbox of a small passenger aircraft based on structural design considerations (section X). The paper is concluded with a discussion of the results. The example to guide the discussion is a structural design of a wingtype product.
II. An overview of the DEE concept
A DEE is defined 1 as an advanced design environment that supports and accelerates the design process of complex products through the automation of non-creative and repetitive design activities. Figure 1 shows the DEE concept. Example DEE implementations can be found in [7] and [8] .
The Initiator is responsible for providing feasible starting point (design options and parameter values) for the instantiation of the search process. The search process selects a value for every variable parameter and hands them to the MMG. The MMG is responsible for instantiation of the (parametric) product model and extracting different views on the model in the form of report files, capturing discipline specific model information, e.g. aerodynamic mesh or a Finite Element model, to facilitate the related expert tools. The discipline expert tools are responsible for testing one or several properties of the product, e.g. stiffness. For the test, (discipline specific) models of the product and the environment are used to obtain the behavior. The behavior is valuated based on criteria (e.g. Tsai-Hill) to obtain the performance value. The performance synthesis is responsible for determining the objective and constraint values based on the performance values. The search process is responsible for checking convergence of the design solution and the compliance of the product's properties with the design requirements. The multi-agent task environment is responsible for communication and facilitates data transfer between the individual tools. For a more detailed elaboration, see [9] .
The design process aims at finding a set of 'optimal' system specifications (model and behavior properties) to a certain set of requirements (functions, performances, and constraints). Basically, it tries to find the physical relations between function, model, and behavior 10 . In this paper the term model refers to a mathematical product model 11 . Important to note here is that during the design process the model has certain level(s) of simplification. The difference between model and behavior is that the term model refers to the intrinsic properties of the system (e.g. length, curvature), and the term behavior refers to the extrinsic properties of the system (e.g. stiffness, drag). The search process needs start vectors to be initiated, responsibility of the Initiator. Using the earlier mentioned feasilization methodology these vectors can be obtained. Feasilization features three parts: problem simplification, problem decomposition, and trial and error methods. The focus will be on the implementation of product decomposition within the feasilization methodology. Now the feasilization methodology is discussed.
III. Problem feasilization A. Problem simplification
Problem simplification, or modeling, provides the best approach to find an initial solution space that can be obtained with the information and engineering knowledge available at the start of the design problem. Via simplifying the design space the problem complexity is reduced. This enables the designer to make a (relatively) quick scan of a simplified design space, to identify feasible and 'optimal' areas that can be further investigated using a more detailed analysis. The design problem is simplified such that only the driving requirements (e.g. function), design option parameters (product configuration), and constraints (behavior) are taken into account. A simplified problem is defined as a reduced set of the requirements (i) and is solved by using a reduced number of design options (ii) and simplified behavior (iii).
i.
The requirements are divided into functional requirements, performance requirements, and constraint requirements. The functional requirements are a set of test cases. These test cases are a representation of the product functions and specify the properties of the environment, e.g. only in-plane load cases (other functions are left out, e.g. out-of-plane loads). The performance requirements in structural design are described in weight and costs, and the constraints are failure criteria like structural buckling, material strength.
ii.
The design options define the parametric product model. A reduced version is obtained by including only the driving model design options. The resulting problem has a reduced design domain, which can be described by fewer parameters than the complete problem. For instance in conceptual design the panel parametric model does not encompass connection elements, like rivets.
iii.
The constraint performance values are determined by analysis during the test process. The test models are based on approximations of system boundaries, system geometry, and system functions. E.g. for a panel the system boundaries are schematized via approximation of the polygonal edge with a rectangular shape and interaction with surrounding structure is left out. The system geometry of the real product and the model differ, e.g. a curved skin is approximated as a flat plate. Finally, only the main system functions (e.g. load transport, not noise insulation) are used for model definition, and functional interference with surroundings is left out, e.g. behavioral coupling between different products, in structural design the buckling interaction between panels.
Via iteratively decreasing the level of simplification the designer attempts to find the 'optimal' and feasible solution to the complete design problem. Commonly this iterative process is modeled by multiple phases (see Figure 2 ). Each phase has a unique level of problem simplification, e.g. a conceptual or preliminary level. The number of phases required for a specific design problem depends on the problem complexity and the available resources. During the design process these phases are executed iteratively, if the designer is unable to find a feasible solution space, the previous phase must be repeated. This process is stopped if no feasible solution space is found, or if a feasible solution is obtained for the complete problem.
B. Problem decomposition
A human uses decomposition, or analysis and synthesis, to break up a complex problem into multiple smaller problems concerning part of the design space. One of the complications with the decomposition of a design problem is that it assumes that the sum of partial solutions forms a feasible overall solution. In reality Figure 2 , The phases resulting from problem simplification; commonly referred to as the conceptual, preliminary, and detailed phase this is often not the case. Interference between the partial solutions can invalidate the applicability of the sum of partial solutions. This problem is addressed. After the components, the product is designed; incorporating checks on failure modes associated with the combination of component solutions, e.g. rib crushing due to bending of the wing.
The decomposition is based on function and design option. The functions product components depend on the function and design option of the product. Since a component is again a product of its components this process continues until a physical relation between function, model and behavior is known or can be chosen. Typically, in aircraft design, these products are called 'design values' (e.g. material properties), known feasible design solution specifications. Hence the decomposition process reveals a hierarchical network of products (see Figure  3 ). Methodic decomposition creates a possibility to capture design knowledge at different abstraction levels, e.g. from material, to aircraft. An advantage of the structured approach is that new design knowledge (e.g. design options or analysis tools) or known design solutions can be captured by the structure without changing it. This paper focuses on an initial implementation of the decomposition approach in the structural design of a wing structure. The XML language 12 is used to capture the hierarchical product structure.
C. Trial and error methods
Three product design categories can be identified; routine, innovative, and creative designs 10 , illustrated in Figure 4 . Routine designs concern designs that fit within the space of previous solutions, e.g. redesign of a Boeing 767, innovative designs are based on the same design options, but have extended parameter values, e.g. Airbus A380, and creative designs are based on a different design option, e.g. 'Blended Wing Body' instead of a 'Kansas-city aircraft'. Typically, a new product design will encompass all three design categories, spread across the network of products, e.g. from material to aircraft.
Through experience a human gains knowledge and experience is gained by trial and error, a search process. In case of non-routine designs, the designer has not sufficient knowledge to define a design solution, since a physical relation between function, model, and behavior is not yet established. By using a trial and error process the designer increases experience via exploring the new design space for feasible relations. If sufficient relations are established the product design problem has become a routine design problem, which can be solved based on the known relations between function, model, and behavior.
Search algorithms are used to mimic this human capability. In this work two technologies are used; a design 
IV. Wing-type product
As discussed in section III.B the decomposition process decomposes the system requirements, design options, and performance evaluation. As a sample application a wing-type structural design problem is taken, featuring multiple product types; wing-type, trunk-type, slice-type, box-type, panel-type, plate-type, layer-type, and material-type (see Figure 3 ). In the following sections the decomposition of wing-type product and its components are elaborated, top-down. In this decomposition process the main product function is used as starting point. In structures the main function is to take-up and carry through loads.
A. Problem simplification
The wing product is presented in Figure 3 . The wing product is designed to meet its functions. The wingbox belongs to a small business jet, subject to the requirements specified in EASA CS-23 14 . Four load cases determine the sizing of the wingbox, illustrated in Figure 5 . A safety factor j has been applied to all the limit loads in order to produce ultimate loads. All loads are limit loads unless otherwise specified. The first condition (nr.1), having the highest positive load factor, defines critical test cases for the wing ribs and wing upper skin. The second condition (nr.2), with highest negative load factor, drives the design of the wing lower skin. The maximum angle of attack at V S n (nr.4) defines the critical load cases of the front spar and the maximum drag at dive speed (nr.3) determines the sizing of the rear spar.
Methods suggested by Corke 15 are used to obtain the lift and drag distributions. The spanwise lift on the wing is assumed to have an elliptical distribution. The spanwise drag distribution of the wing influences the forward bending moment and is distributed according to Corke 15 . The average ultimate drag per mm span is 95% of the average ultimate drag per length for the root to 80% of the half-wing span. From the 80% of the half-wing span point to the tip, the spanwise drag is 120% of the average ultimate drag per length. The total drag is obtained from the drag polar.
The design performance is optimized by minimizing the total wing weight. The design constraints are strength, stability and geometrical constraints. At wing level only geometrical constraints are applied, fixing the external shape.
The design option parameters of a wing product are plural, e.g. span, and sweep. In this work all the parameters are fixed. Only a single half-wing is considered, assuming the total wing to be symmetrical. The half-wing wingbox is illustrated in Figure 6 .
No product behavior tests are performed at wing product level.
B. Problem decomposition
The wing is modeled as a combination of one or more wing trunks (see Figure 3 ). For simplicity it is assumed that the wing is composed from a single trunk, hence the decomposition from wing to trunk is one-toone. For simplicity only the central box of the trunk is considered, since this is assumed to be the main load path. The main load path in the central box is from tip to root. The structure is partitioned accordingly in a set of slices, using the rib positions as cutting planes. Again for simplicity each slice comprises a single box. Consequently, this wing decomposes into a set of boxes.
For simplicity the internal loads at box geometrical centre are taken as representative for the design of the complete box. The load distribution on the wing is discretized to match this location. Each box has a load case specified by three forces and three moments.
The boxed wing is modeled as a collection of panels by using Patran/Nastran, based on a finite element method approach. The panels used in the model are sandwich panels, leaving out the detailed structure. The detailed structure is incorporated by defining an equivalent stiffness based on the actual panel stiffness. The sandwich facings are half a millimeter thick and their material properties are obtained through the panel extensional stiffness matrix. The thickness of the core is defined by the bending stiffness of the panel.
This approach defines the product model as a collection of the component models, no model synthesis is used. By synthesis is meant; the creation of an equivalent product model mimicking the behavior of its component models at product level. E.g. at plate (or laminate) product level the material strength will not be evaluated. A drawback is that coupling behaviors (between sub-components) may not be evaluated. This makes the equivalent modeling approach a relative fast approach, useful in conceptual design, but breaks-down when detailed performances are required.
C. Trial and error methods
At wing level the number of boxes and its individual lengths should be optimized. However, the boxes are assumed to have an identical length. To fit within the external shape, the length of the tip box is adjusted. A fixed box length approach is used because the weight criterion is not 'strong' enough to obtain a manufacturable length of the box. The box length will be reduced to improve skin panel stability, which results in unrealistic short boxes. To take into account manufacturing requirements a human is needed (only at this level) to make a trade-off between weight and box length.
V. Box-type product A. Problem simplification
The box product is indicated in Figure 3 . The box function is to take up and transport airloads and internal loads, defined by three forces and moments. These functional requirements are defined by the wing product at the geometrical centre of the box. The performance aim is inherited from the wing product; minimize the box weight. The box design is fully constraint in shape by the wing product.
The design option is a box. The design option is simplified such that the box rib sides are parallel to each other. Now only a single parameter is required to describe the box; the box length, which is fixed by a constraint requirement. In principle, the box length would be determined at this level.
B. Problem decomposition
The airloads on a box are taken up by skin panels and transferred directly and via the rib panels to the spar panels, which transfer them to the fuselage 10 . Therefore the box is decomposed in a set of skin, spar, and rib panels. The box loads are translated in compression, tension, and shear load intensities for each panel 6 .
The airloads are translated into internal loads using a simplified definition 6 of the box shape as illustrated in Figure 7 . Per load case the internal loads in every panel (rib, skin and spar) are determined. For each panel a synthesized loading condition is determined based on the four obtained internal load cases. Per load type (e.g. normal, or shear) the most critical one is selected. Assumed is that a negative load value is as critical as a positive load of five times that value. Because the shape of the box is fixed, the individual panel shapes are also fixed. The effects of the deformation of the skin are introduced to the ribs during the same iteration, so no convergence process is required. This means that no trial and error methods are necessary.
VI. Panel-type product A. Problem simplification
The panel product is indicated in Figure 3 . The main function is to take up loads, for simplicity only in-plane loads are considered. The function is tested by in-plane load intensity cases, specified by two in-plane forces and one in-plane moment. Assumed is that the load intensity in the panel is constant along the width of the panel. Hence the panel can be decomposed into a single stiffener section and a skin section. The performance aim of the panel design is to obtain the lowest weight per area. The panel design is constrained by stability.
The original panel simplified to a flat rectangular panel, see Figure 8 . Consequently, the panel can be modeled with two parameters, length and width, both fixed at a higher level.
General stability is ensured by taking initial buckling as stability criterion. To determine the criteria simple analytic models are used in the evaluation process. The formulas from Kollár 16 are used for flat rectangular panels, based on the geometry and the bending stiffnesses. To obtain the stiffness properties of the panel an approach suggested by Collier 17 is used (see next section). As an equivalent a long plate with orthotropic and symmetrical lay-up is used to obtain the initial buckling load. In combined load, the panel initial buckling load is synthesized using formulas suggested by Rothwell 18 .
A more accurate analysis of the panel can be made with a Finite Element Analysis of the stiffened panel, in which each component is represented by separate elements. This would lead to an elaborate model if applied to a large surface area. For simplicity only analytical models are used in this implementation.
B. Problem decomposition
A panel is generally decomposed into a set of plates. The number of plates, the boundary conditions, and relations depend on the stiffening type. For a panel-type product, three general stiffening options can be identified; unstiffened (i), discrete stiffened (ii), and continuous stiffened panels (iii).
i.
The unstiffened panel consists of a single component, a plate. ii.
These panels have two generic components, a skin-web and a stiffener. Both can be modeled using the plate component. Multiple stiffener topologies are possible, e.g. bladestiffened, I-stiffened, L-stiffened, hat-stiffened, etc.
The stiffener of the blade-stiffened panel is a flange, a simply supported plate with one edge free 6 . The loads in the root and tip of the flange are the highest in compression and tension, thus these are cascaded to the plate component. The boundary conditions of the plates are taken in all cases as simply supported A hat-stiffener consists of a set of plate-type products. All plates have the same properties, which are determined based on the most critical section, tested for stability. The stiffener top is taken as most critical.
The boundary conditions of the skin web plate depend on the stiffener concept. Since the hat-stiffener constrains the skin web buckling, the boundary conditions of the skin web at the long sides are assumed clamped. To be conservative the width of the skin web is defined as the distance between the centers of two stiffeners.
The sandwich panel has three components, face, core, and face. All are plates. These components can are all layer-type products; respectively a thin layer (a 2D layer-type), and a thick layer (a 3D layer-type).
In this implementation a hat-stiffened panel concept is used. In the requirements is assumed that the load intensity in the panel is constant through the width of the panel. Consequently, the panel can be decomposed into a single stiffener section and a skin section, see Figure 9 . For simplicity the flanges are fixed to 20 mm and the angle is fixed to 45 degrees with the horizontal y-axis measured in the yz-plane, as illustrated in Figure 9 .
The ABD-matrix or stiffness matrix relates the deformations to the loads per unit width. The A ij terms give the membrane stiffnesses of the panel, the D ij terms include the bending stiffnesses and the coupling between bending and membrane strains is included in the B ij terms. The relation between the load intensities in a panel and the strains is then defined as:
Because of their shapes, stiffened panels usually have orthotropic properties and this may lead to coupling effects developing when the panel is loaded, for example that a tensile load can lead to a bending deformation. Coupling can occur also when the panel is constructed with conventional isotropic materials. It is important to accurately include these effects in a structural analysis, because they may significantly influence the mechanical response of the panel.
Collier 17 has formulated a method to accurately include the coupling effects and composite lamina and laminate data in the structural analysis of a stiffened panel. The method tries to reduce the cost of the numerical evaluation of the structure by deriving an equivalent model of the structure, using less or less complex finite elements. The classical laminate theory is an efficient way to capture the asymmetric response in an equivalent model consisting of two-dimensional planar elements. When this type of element is used, it is possible to construct a model of a full structure. Collier adapts the classical laminate theory to a stiffened panel to derive an equivalent model for a stiffened panel, see equation 2. In this method the skin panel and stiffeners are treated as the different "lamina" in the model, and the stacking sequence and lamina material properties are included to determine the orthotropic properties of the stiffened panel structure. These properties are added similarly to the classical laminate theory to obtain a stiffness matrix for the stiffened panel. This matrix relates the deformations of the stiffened panel to the loads per unit width applied to the panel.
In general, this method can be applied to any stiffener shape by choosing the appropriate geometric parameters and stiffness terms. It is necessary however to critically determine which segments of a stiffener have a significant contribution to the equivalent stiffness terms of the panel, based on each specific panel concept. Lisandrin 19 describes a comparable method to obtain an equivalent formulation for the behavior of structures.
C. Trial and error methods
Although the panel itself has no design variables, a search problem can be identified. The components of the panel must be optimized to obtain the lowest panel weight. In this problem the search concerns a continuous domain. The search problem can be defined as: 
The problem is implemented by using a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm from the Matlab optimization toolbox. The selection was based on availability. In this implementation the lower level products are optimized together with the panel product. At this level only the non-linear constraint vector g(x) is filled with a value indicating the buckling state of the panel.
VII. Plate-type product A. Problem simplification
The plate product is indicated in Figure 3 . The primary function of a plate element is to transport loads. Assumed is that the plate flat and that the loads are applied in-plane, thus the structure can be considered to be in a state of plane stress and the out of plane stresses can be ignored. Three plate products are identified, depending on the boundary conditions; simply supported, clamped, and the presence of an elastic medium on the surface, e.g. foam core and facing.
i.
A plate with simply supported edges and no elastic medium is considered, e.g. skin web in blade-stiffened concept.
ii.
A plate with clamped edges and no elastic medium is considered, e.g. skin web in hatstiffened concept.
iii.
A plate with simply supported edges and with elastic medium is considered, e.g. facing connected to a core.
The plate is assumed to have constant thickness and thus has a single design parameter; width.
Taking initial buckling as stability criterion ensures plate general stability. For criteria evaluation simple analytic models are used. The schematic model is based on the ABD matrix equivalent stiffnesses. As an equivalent a long plate with orthotropic and symmetrical lay-up is used. The initial buckling load of a short panel will be higher, because the length interferes with the buckling wave length. The used schematic model will imply a conservative prediction of the real initial buckling load. The used schematic model depends on the type of boundary conditions; simply supported, clamped, and the presence of an elastic medium on the surface, e.g. foam core and facing. The initial buckling loads are again synthesized using equations from Rothwell 18 . For plate case i the lowest buckling loads of a long plate with the long sides simply supported, under compression and under shear are determined using the same formulas as used for the panel 16 . In case ii the lowest buckling loads of a long plate with the long sides clamped, under compression and under shear are obtained from Kollár 16 for flat rectangular panels. The stability in case iii is verified with a wrinkling criterion.
B. Problem decomposition
Plates are decomposed into a set of layers; the plate topology is the number of layers in the stacking (see Figure 10 ). The plate main design option is the stacking sequence. The layers are assumed to have constant thickness. For simplicity the general stacking sequence is fixed, this means that the zero degree layer are always on the inside, and the 45 degree layers are on the outside, such that the stacking is symmetrical.
An equivalent definition of the plate can be obtained by using the earlier mentioned ABD matrix (see equation 1). Classical laminate theory 20 provides a method to synthesize the layer properties. This method allows for the calculation of the membrane-and bending stiffnesses, as well as the membrane-bending coupling which may occur for asymmetric laminate lay-ups. The variation of the strains over the cross section can be calculated by assuming Kirchoff's hypothesis. Assumed is that the layers are perfectly bonded together and that these bonds are infinitesimally thin. The plate formulation can be defined, with S ij as the material stiffnesses, as: 
C. Trial and error methods
The optimization problem defined at panel level encompasses the trial and error process of the plate product. The design vector x is extended with a value representing the plate width, and the non-linear constraint vector g(x) is extended with a value indicating the buckling state of the plate.
VIII. Layer-type product A. Problem simplification
The layer product is illustrated in Figure 3 . The function of a layer is to transport loads. No performance constraints (no failure criteria) are used. Three general types of layers are identified based on thickness: core, ply, and bond. The first two are included in the current application. As stated already at panel level they are assumed to be thin, thus only in-plane loads are included. The loads in the layer are assumed to be constant in thickness and width.
Here layer topology is defined by two parameters, thickness, and material angle. For simplicity the layer thickness is fixed based on manufacturing requirements, as is the principal material angle, defined at plate level by the stacking sequence.
No criteria are used at layer level in the current implementation.
B. Problem decomposition
For simplicity a layer can be decomposed into an isotropic material, or a composite material. In principle the composite material, made of fibers and matrix, can be further decomposed. Here a layer is always decomposed in a material.
Hooke's Law is used to relate strains to stresses. To allow the calculation of the contribution of an orthotropic ply to the stiffness of a laminate when the material principal axes of the ply are not parallel to the laminate axes system, the tensor character of the stress and strain tensor is used. For the stiffness matrix of the layer defined with respect to the layer axes system the equation can be derived, see Jones 20 .
Since a layer is based on one material, the mapping is one-to-one. No trial and error methods are required at this level.
IX. Material-type product A. Problem simplification
For simplicity the material product is selected as lowest level product, featuring the highest level of detail, see Figure 3 . The basic function of a material is to sustain stresses. Functional tests are defined in stresses or strains. The materials are assumed to have constant properties. The material design is constrained by strength.
In general the reduced compliance matrix is a completely filled matrix. Each of the three stress components can cause both normal and shear strains. In practice most practically applied composite materials show symmetric behavior with respect to an orthogonal axes system, the so-called principal material axes, and the material is therefore called orthotropic.
The engineering constants used in the reduced compliance matrix and stiffness matrix are assumed to be defined in the material principal axes and obtained in a proper tensile and/or compression test with the material principal axes aligned with a uni-axial principal stress and not with an off-axis test.
The material strength is evaluated with the Tsai-Hill criterion. A typical example of performance synthesis used to translate a combined stress case into a single value.
B. Trial and error methods
The optimization problem defined at panel level encompasses the trial and error process of the material product. The non-linear constraint vector g(x) is extended with a value for the strength state of the material.
X. Results
First a validation is discussed, used to check the quality of the breakdown of the wing loads into the lower level products (box, panel, etc.). No validation on the behavior models is performed for the current application. Secondly, the results of the decomposition process are discussed.
A. Validation
As validation the wing loads and the designed structure are combined in a finite element model (FEM). The goal of the FEM validation is to compare the distribution of the load intensities with the load intensities in the WISST NG. The FEM model contains an equivalent sandwich panel, mimicking the structural stiffness (EI and GJ) of the structure. The thickness of the facings in the FEM model is 0.5 mm, meaning that the resulting stresses can be compared with load intensities. For the FEM model an equivalent material is constructed. The equivalent material consists of 3 layers; 2 facings with the identical material properties on the outside and a core in the centre. The core is just to provide distance between the two facings and needs no material properties. To support the FEM analysis, as FEM cannot deal with material properties (E, G, and ) with value zero, values for the properties are a ratio of 10 -5 to the values in the facing.
Only a single load case is performed which is the ultimate positive load case 1. The load intensities calculated by NASTRAN are compared with the estimated load intensities; the results for the upper skin are presented in Figure 11 . From the NASTRAN results, the load intensities are taken halfway (chord wise) the wingbox and presented in spanwise direction (0 to b/2). The NASTRAN load intensities are the average stress of the two facings (layer 1 and 3) in the cross-section. The step near the root of the wing is a consequence of the load condensation and the boundary conditions of the model. Part of the load is condensed to the root rib of the wing. However the root rib is "fixed" by the boundary conditions, and these loads are therefore excluded in the FEM evaluation. For conceptual design, the difference between estimated and calculated load intensities (~7.5%) is acceptable.
The results from FEM compare well to the calculated loadings. The total deformation on the tip as a result of the ultimate positive load case is 726 mm, with some engineering judgment it can be stated the this figure is considered reasonable.
B. Results
The results of the sizing process are a wingbox XML file. The tree structure of the wingbox XML file holds all the topological data, like dimensions and laminate lay-ups, needed to produce the actual wingbox. The tree structure with fields of showing the sizing results is depicted in Figure 12 . 
XI. Discussion
The shape decomposition requires a lot of work, identifying all product levels, and then untangling available knowledge to fit the identified products. As was expected problem decomposition results in relatively easy problems. However, they also create a network of interfaces that should be considered. Analysis does help in generalizing a problem, but it also requires more knowledge then a single specialized implemented problem. Thus in case of application of decomposition this trade-off should be considered first; is the problem addressed frequently enough to justify the extra work required for decomposition.
Regarding the shape decomposition output, the xml interface provides to the user a straightforward interface for accessing the results. All design related information is stored and traceable. However, this relatively simple implementation already showed that a lot of data/information is captured in the xml tree, and the user can easily get lost if he/she is not familiar with the decomposition process. Although the method supports complexity hiding, showing only the information at a certain 'design level', it also creates a barrier for accessing the results. An intuitive user interface is needed in an industry application to solve this problem. The next step is to include multiple design options in the design process. This complicates the problem since it can no longer be implemented as a single level optimization problem.
